The Leadership Manifesto
A framework for leadership in the 21st Century

Unlocking Energy – The GGI Forum.
The Leadership Manifesto built
by the whole team at
Das Eisenberg 18th/19th June 2013
A manifesto based on passion and hard work
– in immense heat!
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Firstly A Bit Of Context

We met Michael (Michael
Reiss von Filski) around a year
ago in London at what was
called a ‘power’ breakfast and
subsequently we were delighted
to be able to accept the
invitation to speak at this event.
Our challenge was to create a
different approach, something
interactive that would alter the
way the team would think about
the idea of leadership.
Luckily that’s what we do so
what follows will explain a little
about what actually happened.

Our aim was to fully leverage the opportunity that GGI
create for their growing network to fully engage and
make the most of some quality time together – without
making this feel like hard work!
The backdrop for the two half-day sessions was
A Framework For Leadership – one that we referred to
as The Leaders’ Manifesto. It was designed to be relevant
for any of the individual businesses as for the network
as a collective.

The challenge was to create the right conversations
amongst the delegates to be able to populate the
Six Modules that we had constructed ahead of the
first session.
These modules are explained in the following pages
– in the order of the logic supporting them.
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Creating The Environment
Das Eisenberg Room Set Up 18th/19th June

F
Being The Leader
Everyone Wants
To Follow
It is important to start with
the outcome in mind. For us
this meant the answer to the
question – “What does it take
to become a great leader? The
kind of leader that will create
followers.”
The answers to that question
cropped up in every conversation
and these behaviours and
characteristics are as extensive
as they are challenging.
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module F

A

STAYING IN TOUCH
WITH THE WORLD
Every logical framework has a tension – this
forces us to contrast the ideal outcome with the
challenges that exist within context.
In the case of this framework – and true in many
situations – the tension here is the constant
pressure to remain in touch with all the world
around us.
As leaders it is imperative that we stay open, alert
and curious so that we are ready to adapt and
deal with whatever life throws at us.
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module A

B

BUILDING
PURPOSE & A
SENSE OF VALUE
What is it that one thing that we
need to really be clear about and
hold true to? Our purpose.

As a leader one of our core roles
is to build – and lead others –
towards the achievement of that
purpose. This means building
something of outstanding
value both within and without
the enterprise. Value that is
meaningful to individuals, teams
businesses.
In order to achieve the purpose
we need to be clear about each of
the following: Vision, Intention,
Direction & Outcome.
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module B

C

CREATING
ENVIRONMENTS
THAT BREED
SUCCESS
Leaders create the space for
others to follow and to flourish.
This section of our manifesto
explains what that will take and
the key dimensions that need to
be in place. Centred on open
transparent communication
leaders need to create a listening
and respectful space.
A space for people to be inspired
and motivated.
Modern day environments have to
reflect the way people want and
need to work – and not the way
things may have been in the past.
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module C

D
DEVELOPING
& NURTURING
CAPABILITY
“Facilitators and conductors of
great talent”. This was one of
the memorable descriptions of the
role of a leader when it comes to
developing others.

This is a collective with an ethos
grounded in the treatment of
people as individuals who have a
personal life as well as a private
one. The principles in this module
play well in a world in need of
creativity and innovation in all
walks of life.
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module D

E

CREATING
ENVIRONMENTS
THAT BREED
SUCCESS
Possibly the area that received
the least attention in a busy
programme but nonetheless this
is a network that appreciates the
part that technology will play in
support of the other aspects of
this framework.
The challenge is where and
when to make choices from the
myriad of platforms and tools
available to us and how to do
that while staying mindful of the
sensitivities of confidentiality
and data security.
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module E

What we were ultimately testing was what
it means to be a leader in today’s dynamic
environment. Everything we were doing
was in support of the notion of Resilience
– based on the architecture that we’ve
developed. Wrought from our experiences
of working with a wide range of businesses
and organisations over many years.
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The questions that we set – displayed on
the following page – were deliberately
chosen to stimulate thinking and challenge
existing definitions. And most of all, the
majority of the two days were dedicated to
the ‘Art of Conversation’ – making full use
of the opportunity to really exchange ideas,
network and share perspectives and insights.
We think the pictures on the
next page speak for themselves!

WELCOME
1 TURN ON YOUR DEVICES
(phones, pads, whatever!)
2 WALK AROUND
3 TAKE PHOTOS, VIDEOS
4 INTERRUPT IF YOU WANT
5 DISAGREE & CHALLENGE
6 SAY WHAT YOU’RE
REALLY THINKING
7 SING
‘YELLOW SUBMARINE’
8 BREAK ALL THE ABOVE
RULES
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We laid out some very strict rules
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The Session Begins...

for the work we intended to do together.

We Created
An Exam Question...

Building the Leadership Manifesto
“HOW DO WE GIVE REAL MEANING
TO THE IDEA OF LEADERSHIP?” Really!
Really? You know. When you say you are going
to do something and you really do.
Try adding it to things you observe or ask for or
think about or – well everything. Really!
Examine the following two very similar
statements:
We really need to become better leaders.
Or?
We need to become better leaders. Really!
While subtle the emphasis is the difference.
Upon Examination of what people mean lead
to two very different conclusions. In the first
camp are those that say they want to change
or improve and yet are not really up for or
capable of it. They say it so often that they lose
credibility with all around them – and then
there is the other camp – those that really really
want to do it – those that want to do it – Really!

So in terms of leadership in the
21st Century what does ‘Really!’
really mean?
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Question 2

Question 3

We Set About The Challenge...

Question 1

We did this through Five Questions
that we set the delegates. Working
in groups, we reflected on the
questions, shared perspectives and
fed back responses that found their
way into the main framework.

Question 4

Question 5
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“You don’t do leadership, you ‘be’ it.”
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“Leaders know how to choose,
how to stay curious, how to inspire, how to
challenge and when to remain silent.”

“Leadership creates safe ‘space’ for others to
follows. In turn they will become leaders too.”

“Leaders manage the balance,
they are orchestrators and choreographers,
they drive with a passion.”

“Leaders positively disrupt.
If it’s all too comfortable you probably
have the wrong leader.”

“Leaders drive change in others and
without change there is no progress.”

“Leaders build – and the raw materials
are everybody, their talent, their motivation
and their insight.”
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And Finally
– A Little About Group Partners

Where it all began. Group Partners was formed out of
frustration. Where we saw the wrong problems being solved
really well.
– where everyone’s definition of everything
was different and caused immense inefficiency
– meetings were awful and of low value
– they were truly groundhog days.
We set about changing the way people think and work.
Visually and with structure and meaning. It worked.
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Useful Links
The wider world of Group Partners:
www.grouppartners.net/blog/
Connect with us:
twitter@group_partners
facebook.com/structuredvisualthinking
group-partners.tumblr.com
http://linkd.in/16BdPaa
Follow John Caswell & Hazel Tiffany:
John Caswell
@johncaswell
johncaswell.tumblr.com
instagram.com/johncaswell
Hazel Tiffany
@tifferly
instagram.com/tifferly
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